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Translation of chapter 1.

1. Advances in integrated circuits

It is no exaggeration to say that the progress of entire electronic technology is keeping in step along with the
progress of integrated circuit technology.

Integrated circuit technology is commonly called a “money pit”.

This is because a huge amount of money must be invested to make such a small mili-meter square chips. During
LSI (Large Scale Integration) product development, a CAD (Computer Aided Design) approach that takes full
advantage of mainframe is indispensable for logic simulation and photo mask creation.

Manufacturing equipment such as “photo mask exposure”, ”wafer diffusion”, “die encapsulation” and inspection
equipment such as LSI testers that inspect integrated circuits after wafer processing and encapsulation must
have more complex processing capability according to the rapid enhancement of both the scale of integrated
circuits and the precision of photo mask patterns.

The higher the density, the more complex processing power is required. Updates of such equipment are a matter
of common practice and the amortization period is becoming shorter and shorter.

Due to such background, if a small number of integrated circuits designed can only be sold, the development
costs cannot be recovered.

In order for integrated circuit technology to be applied to actual devices and progressed, an environment in which
integrated circuits  could  be used in large quantities  was necessary.  Since 1965,  the desktop calculator  has
provided the environment.

At  that  time, desktop calculators  were assembled with TTL (Transistor Transistor Logic) or  SSI (Small  Scale
Integration) with MOS (Metal Oxide Semiconductor) structure and the sales price was several hundred thousand
yen. <multiple $667s (in exchange rate of 150 yen/$)>
However, one desktop calculator consisted of several LSIs and finally consisted of a single chip LSI by the mid-
1970s. The sales price of the desktop calculator had fallen below 10,000 yen. <below $33 (in exchange rate of
300 yen/$ in 1975)>

Once the development is completed and the cost spent for the development is recovered, the production cost will
be amazingly less if the product can be produced and sold in high volume.

The sales price of the integrated circuit seems to be determined taking into consideration of complex factors such
as the yield of each product that depends on the die size and manufacturing process, the package material in
use, the richness of integrated functions, the amount of supply to the market, and the existence of competitors.

As equipment becomes less expensive due to the supply of inexpensive integrated circuits, it is natural that the
next goal is to provide integrated circuits with higher functions at comparable prices.

By repeating such a favorable cycle, the electronics industry has evolved along with the progress of integrated
circuits.
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